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Abstract
Network anomalies and incidents are no longer exceptions in current networks. ese
undesirable activities may influence the network itself or its services. Naturally, the goal
of a network operator is to reveal all threatening activities and handle them accordingly.
A suitable monitoring infrastructure plays a key role in such a process. e monitoring
infrastructure provides informative data about the traffic. An analysis of this data may
help revealing anomalies while storage of this data allows to track and diagnose a cause
of the observed incidents retrospectively. is technical report deals with a deployment of
the researchmonitoring infrastructure in CESNET2 network. It describes an architecture
consisting of metering points as well as of collectors. e results demonstrate that the
deployed infrastructure provides wide scale insight on the behavior of ingress and egress
network traffic. Several interesting statistics are presented as well.

Keywords: network monitoring, network traffic analysis, network flow measurement,
software defined monitoring

1 Introduction
Providing security in high-speed networks is of utmost importance. New gener-
ation of 40 Gb and 100 Gb Ethernet links are being deployed, forcing network
administrators to search for state of the art approaches to monitor these networks
and analyze collected data. Moreover, the amount of security incidents in NREN
networks is constantly growing, so that semi-automated and automated approaches
to detect and report these events are needed.

To this end, the goal of TMC group is to develop and deploy state-of-the-art
monitoring tools. We present our monitoring tool-set, that is being deployed in
CESNET2 network. It uses state of the art hardware accelerated metering points
(based on COMBOv2 cards) to generate advanced flow data (IPFIX). e col-
lected data provide a useful insight into network traffic behavior and trends. An
administrator may utilize the data to tune or debug a setup of the network. At the
same time, these data may serve for detection and reporting of malicious activities
in the traffic. We report detected security incidents through WARDEN system to
CESNET-CERTS and to other security incident response teams collaborating with
CESNET. Such an approach provides valuable data for security teams about global
threats targeting entire NREN.
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2 Monitoring Infrastructure

e monitoring infrastructure consists of several parts:
— e metering points performing a flow measurement.
— e collector gathering and storing the measured data and providing access to

it.
— A monitoring server running Zabbix.

e metering points are located in Prague, Brno and Ostrava (see Figure 1 ),
physically close to the network border routers. Logically, the probes are connected
directly to the external lines via passive optical taps, each two-port probe receiving
both directions of the 10G Ethernet line.

e metering points perform the flow measurement. e flow measurement
aggregates a set of packets with the same IP addresses, port numbers, protocol
number, into a flow record. e flow record is reported to the collector per each
existing flow, together with the flow size, flow start and end timestamps etc. How-
ever, in the future the probes will provide more detailed information about network
packets, see Section 8.

Figure 1. Map of the CESNET network with marks at the external lines (red cir-
cles).

3 Metering Point Architecture

Architecture of a single metering point is shown in Figure 2. Each point is a PC
equipped with COMBOv2 card ([2]). e card receives both directions of 10G Eth-
ernet traffic via XFP transceivers. e traffic is then passed to the Virtex-5 FPGA,
which contains the HANIC firmware ([1]). e firmware receives packets, parses
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them and computes a hash of certain packet header fields (IP addresses, port num-
bers etc.). Lower three bits of the hash value are used to address one of eight DMA
channels through which the packet is sent to the host RAM. Due to a fact that
the DMA channels are independent, the software can directly utilize advantages of
current multi-core processors. Packets of a given flow are always forwarded to the
same DMA channel, because of the hash-based distribution, which further reduces
the need of software inter-process communication.

A software part of the metering point consists of a FlowMon exporter which
aggregates packets into flow records and exports them in a NetFlow format [3] to
the collector.

Amanagement part of themetering point reports state information of the probe
to the Zabbix server. All metering points are continually time-synchronized to the
tik.cesnet.cz NTP server.

Figure 2. Architecture and connection of the metering point.
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4 Controlling the Metering Points

It is possible to establish multiple export processes on each metering point. ere
is a web interface dedicated to a configuration of the deployedmetering points. e
interface enables a user to configure several parameters of each process individually:
— export protocol - either NetFlow v9 or IPFIX,
— destination of export - collector name,
— destination port number a collector listens at.

e configuration is stored in the database. Once in a minute the database is
compared with the current configuration of the metering point. If a change occurs
then the configuration of a metering point is reloaded and the export process on
the metering point restarted.

ere is a Zabbix client running on each metering point. is client executes
specific diagnostic commands such as diagnosing the link if it provides a sufficiently
strong signal, if there are packets on the link, if the export is running and others. A
status of each metering point is reported to Zabbix server. An alert is generated if
a failure occurs.

e software part of the metering points is synchronized with its image every
fifteen minutes.

5 Data Export, Storage and Processing

e metering point exports statistics about a flow when the flow is considered
inactive. e measured data are reported to multiple collectors via two different
protocols. Following paragraphs describe the situation closer.

5.1 NfSen
Currently, all metering points export measured data via NetFlow v9 protocol [3].

e export is received by a productional collector from which the data is further
forwarded to a test collector. Both these collectors are running NfSen [8]. e
functionality of NfSen is extended with our own plugins such as:
— Hamster - Hamster serves for collapsing of the collected flow records into gen-

eral statistics. ese general statistics consume only a small portion of memory
and are kept for a long time while the detail statistics are erased.

— InternetAlerts - ere exists a number of both free and commercial online alert-
ing systems, providing lists of infected computers, spam machines, phishing
sites, botnets, etc. Our Nfsen plugin accepts alerts from two publicly available
sources, AMaDa project (discontinued) and Shadowserver [10].

— HostStats - A plugin for computing various aggregate statistics per each IP
address. ese statistics serve for approximate discovery of suspicious IP ad-
dresses.
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5.2 IPFIXcol

FlowMon exporter is able to use IPFIX protocol [4] to send flows to a collector.
is protocol can be used to enhance flow records with additional elements. e

additional elements might contain useful information about application layer and
they can be used to improve security in monitored networks. An example of such
application can be monitoring of tunneled IPv6 traffic. It is easy to define new
elements for IPFIX protocol describing encapsulated flows.

We have developed an IPFIX collector called IPFIXcol [5], that is able to re-
ceive and store data sent in IPFIX format. e main advantage of the IPFIXcol is
that it is flexible enough to process and store IPFIX enterprise elements, which is
an exception among other open-source collectors. e IPFIXcol supports plugins
that enhance its capabilities. e plugins can be used to receive IPFIX data us-
ing different protocols, modify the data and store them in any of available formats.
Moreover, the data can be sent to another destination for further processing. Its
architecture is shown in Figure 3

Figure 3. Architecture of the IPFIXcol.

A plugin for FlowMon [6] exporter that measures IPv6 tunneled traffic was de-
ployed on one of the metering points. e plugin adds new elements to the existing
flow records which allows us to monitor properties of the encapsulated traffic. If
several IP6 flows is sent is sent in a single IPv4 tunnel then a flow key is extended
key elements from the encapsulated flow. e IPFIX protocol is used to send this
information to the IPFIXcol, where it is used to evaluate the tunneled traffic. e
flexibility of IPFIXcol allows to store, query and process new elements with sim-
ple configuration file extension, thus we can easily incorporate new information
processing into our system.
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5.3 FTAS
Flow-Based Traffic Analysis System [9] - FTAS is an experimental traffic analysis sys-
tem which aims to give both short-term and longer-term view at the network traffic.
It has been designed for a use in high-speed network environment and for multi-
source flow collecting. FTAS has been developed at CESNET by Tomáš Košňar.

e instance of FTAS running at CESNET collects flow data from deployed routers.
e metering points currently serve in cases when the information is missing or is

not complete due to sampling or other circumstances. Enabling or disabling this
export is done over the web interface see Chapter Controlling the Metering Points.

5.4 Data analysis

e flow data are not only received and stored by the collectors. e data are further
processed and analyzed with an aim to find suspicious activities. To this end, the
HostStat plugin has been implemented in the NfSen collector. It process the stored
data and computes various statistics per each IP address. If the combination of
statistics seems to be anomalous an alert is raised. e alert is verified in the flow
data and only large scale anomalies are reported.

e anomalies are reported to Warden – a centralized system designed for re-
porting and redistribution of incidents among organizations connected to CES-
NET2 network. Moreover, anomalies that are not private from the perspective of
CESNET2 network are also reported to NfQuery. NfQuery is a centralized sys-
tem designed for revealing multi-domain incidents in NREN networks. It receives
alerts from various sources among others also from our metering infrastructure.

e alerts are correlated at the NfQuery server and if considered useful, an NfSen
query is issued to multiple NRENs running NfSen to figure out if the reported ac-
tivity has also been seen. Results of queries are used for an efficient handling of
multi-domain incidents.

6 Results

A large part of the metering infrastructure was deployed in October 2011. More
than 37 TB of flow data have been collected since then. e points generate over
4.2 billion flow records per day on average. e daily portion of the flow records
accounts for approximately 100 GiB of storage space on the collector side. e
total amount of available storage space is currently 55 TB. is capacity renders it
possible to store 18 months of history approximately.

Several interesting statistics can be derived from the collected data. e total
intensity of the traffic is around 8.5 Gbps measured over all border links on average.
It reaches up to 13 Gbps during peak hours while it is around 2.5 Gbps during
nights.

Users in CESNET2 network generate slightly more traffic than they receive.
Approximately 11% of total flows account for a transit traffic, i.e. the same flow is
seen by two distinct metering points. Table Table 1 depicts the averaged numbers
of incoming/outgoing flows/packets/bytes in/from CESNET network. e total
number of active IP addresses (i.e. number of unique addresses observed in one 5
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minute interval of flow data) oscillates between 2.8 million during the day and 0.9
million at night. e averages are computed upon first ten work days in November
2012.

Table 1. Intensity of all CESNET traffic at 14:00 and at 5:00 averaged over 10 work
days

14:00 fps pps Bps
incoming 32.5 k 794.4 k 5012.1 M
outgoing 37.6 k 1044.0 k 6495.2 M
5:00 fps pps Bps
incoming 10.6 k 177.4 k 1022.5 M
outgoing 11.6 k 188.0 k 1161.7 M

It is interesting that the traffic characteristics differ a lot on different links. We
present two views. e first is a global view on the traffic and provides numbers and
ratios among flows, packets and bytes. e values are presented in Table Table 2
(fps - flows per second, pps - packets per second, Bps - Bytes per second). Please
note two interesting outliers. e traffic measured in the number of flows on the
Telia link is three times larger than on the link Sanet while it is roughly the same
in the number of bytes. Even more interesting is a comparison of Nix2 and Geant
link. Nix2 transfers three times more flows than Geant. On the other side the Geant
transfers three times more bytes than Nix2. To make this even more peculiar, the
number of packets is same for both links.

Table 2. Global traffic statistics per link.
Link fps pps bps
amsix 4.6 k 117.4 k 723.7 M
telia 22.7 k 335.0 k 2.0 G
sanet 6.5 k 274.1 k 2.1 G
pioneer 2.5 k 81.8 k 531.1 M
nix2 5.0 k 120.3 k 313.2 M
geant 1.7 k 119.6 k 942.8 M
aconet 8.8 k 237.9 k 1.5 G

e second view is more detailed and elaborates on flow characteristics in terms
of bytes and packets. e graphs in Figure 4 and Figure 5 plot out the cumulative
distribution function representing the distribution of flow sizesmeasured in packets
and bytes respectively. e x-axis was trimmed although there were flows with sizes
more than 1000 packets and more than 1MB of data at the measurement interval.
It can be observed that some links exhibit specific behavior. Telia traffic consists
of very short flows from which more than 60% accounts for only a single packet
also 50% of flows is shorter than 100 bytes. On the other hand, links leading into
research networks such Geant transfer rather longer flows. It is also interesting
that the flow size measured in packets and bytes exhibit differences. Ams-ix is a
nice example. If we order links by the flow size measured packets then the Ams-ix
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution of flow sizes (x-axis denotes flow size in packets,
y-axis portion of flows).

Figure 5. Cumulative distribution of flow sizes (x-axis denotes flow size in bytes,
y-axis portion of flows).

ends up in the middle of the field. Whereas if the order is built by the bytes then
Ams-ix bears the least amount small flows at least for flow sizes up to 1000B.

Graphs in Figure 6 and Figure 7 plot out a cumulative distribution function
representing a distribution of traffic volumes in dependence on the flow size. e
traffic volume is measured in packets and bytes respectively. ese graphs provide
an insight in the heavy-tail distribution of the traffic volume. It holds for all links
that a small portion of large flows accounts for amajority of traffic volume nomatter
if measured in packets or bytes. is heavy-tail phenomenon can be observed when
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comparing graphs in Figure 4 and Figure 6 or Figure 5 and Figure 7. e flows with
sizes less than 100 packets account for less than 25% of transferred packets. In a
case of the Geant, flows with less than 1000 packets account for less than 20% of
transferred packets. If such findings are correlated with the graph in Figure 4 then
it can be said that approximately 5% of flows account for more than 75% of packets.
In case of the Geant, only 1% of flows accounts for 80% of transferred packets. is
phenomenon holds for bytes as well. All links except Nix2 transfer more than 80%
of bytes over less than 5% of the largest flows. Nix2, a connection to the Czech
commercial network, contains smaller flows but the heavy-tail still remains as less
than 5% of flows transfers more than 75% of bytes.

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution of traffic volume in dependence on flow size
(x-axis denotes flow size in packets, y-axis portion of packets).

An interesting anomaly may be observed at the end of the cumulative distri-
bution function in Figure 6 in case of Pioneer link. e function remain nearly
constant for a range of 10^5 till 10^7 and there is a steep rise at 10^7 packets. Ap-
proximately 20% percent of flows are larger than 10^6 packets. is could be still
considered normal if this characteristic has also been visible in Figure 7. Surpris-
ingly, no such characteristic is observed. erefor these must be large flows in the
number of packets but the packets must be relatively small (not to transfer signifi-
cant amount of bytes). After an analysis of the flow records, we conclude that this
was a specific communication which lasted for 5 days. A representative sample of
this traffic from a 5 minute interval follows in Table Table 3 (please note that the
prefix of each IP address is masked out).

Table 3. Specific traffic sample.
Date ow start Duration Proto Src IP Addr Dst IP Addr Src Port Dst Port Packets Bytes bps Bpp Flows

2012-11-01 04:55:14.003 300.000 UDP 0.0.33.100 0.0.181.113 62513 5270 7.7 M 222.9 M 5.9 M 29 1

2012-11-01 04:57:08.983 300.000 UDP 0.0.33.100 0.0.181.113 62512 37747 7.6 M 221.5 M 5.9 M 29 1

2012-11-01 04:58:38.974 300.000 UDP 0.0.33.100 0.0.181.113 62511 8175 7.9 M 230.0 M 6.1 M 29 1
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Figure 7. Cumulative distribution of traffic volume in dependence on flow size
(x-axis denotes flow size in bytes, y-axis portion of bytes).

Distribution by protocols is shown in Table Table 4. NetFlow reports source
and destination port number. If this number is a well known port of certain appli-
cation then the traffic is accounted for on behalf of this application.

Table 4. Traffic decomposition
14:00:00 05:00:00

flow/s % pkt/s % Mb/s % flow/s % pkt/s % Mb/s %

Total 70061 – 1838383 – 10974.25 – 22098 – 365479 – 2083.01 –

TCP 46693 66.65 1415879 77.02 8776.85 79.98 14163 64.09 226283 61.91 1473.62 70.74

UDP 22228 31.73 412734 22.45 2165.40 19.73 7162 32.41 136316 37.30 604.22 29.01

ICMP 943 1.35 2611 0.14 2.85 0.03 673 3.05 1421 0.39 1.26 0.06

HTTP (TCP 80) 21828 31.16 903176 49.13 5914.89 53.90 1783 8.07 76348 20.89 525.74 25.24

HTTPS (TCP 443) 9148 13.06 170156 9.26 792.77 7.22 705 3.19 11076 3.03 48.07 2.31

IMAPS (TCP 993) 137 0.20 11265 0.61 44.90 0.41 23 0.10 1554 0.43 2.73 0.13

SSH (TCP 22) 187 0.27 7233 0.39 40.64 0.37 257 1.16 3857 1.06 14.11 0.68

SMTP (TCP 25) 170 0.24 7126 0.39 39.92 0.36 102 0.46 2241 0.61 4.35 0.21

DNS (UDP+TCP 53) 9213 13.15 14435 0.79 14.42 0.13 3145 14.23 4203 1.15 4.96 0.24

FTP (TCP 20.21) 26 0.04 1136 0.06 5.01 0.05 17 0.08 571 0.16 1.14 0.05

POP3S (TCP 995) 21 0.03 869 0.05 3.77 0.03 6 0.03 191 0.05 0.83 0.04

POP3 (TCP 110) 200 0.29 672 0.04 2.96 0.03 228 1.03 416 0.11 1.14 0.05

IMAP (TCP 143) 8 0.01 244 0.01 1.05 0.01 2 0.01 86 0.02 0.53 0.03

SIP (UDP+TCP 5060+5061) 86 0.12 159 0.01 0.82 0.01 63 0.29 1962 0.54 14.93 0.72

Telnet (TCP 24) 127 0.18 187 0.01 0.08 0.00 124 0.56 191 0.05 0.09 0.00

e measured data are analyzed at the collector side. An automated system
looks for suspicious events in the flow data such as DDoS attacks, port scans, net-
work failures, etc. Table Table 5 depicts a frequency and a scale of reported events
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Table 5. Scale and intensity of reported events
avg. intensity min intensity max intensity

avg. total of attack per of attack per of attack per
Event type per hour 5 min. interval 5 min. interval 5 min. interval
SYN flood 2 26701 flows 5382 flows 308360 flows
SYN scan 630 2339 IP addresses 200 IP addresses 702943 IP addresses

in the Warden system.
Currently, we report 2 types of events. A SYN flood is reported if a single IP

address generates more than 5000 flows to a single destination IP address. A SYN
scan is reported if a single IP address scans more than 200 IP addresses. A scale
of the scans is shown in Figure 8. A cumulative histogram represents a portion of
the total scans with the scale smaller than a value on an x-axis. It can be observed
that 50% of the scans belong to a group with less than 255 IP addresses scanned.
80% IP addresses scan less than 600 IP addresses and only 5% scans more than 5000
IP addresses. An interesting peak represents the scans with the size between 1980 -
1985 IP addresses.

Figure 8. Cumulative distribution of SYN scans on its size

Besides these large scale anomalies it is possible to reveal and track IP addresses
compromised by SSH attacks or IP addresses infected by certain malware due to its
specific behavior. An example captures a suspicious UDP communication. Please
note that a source port is not incremented with each new connection as it should
be under the normal circumstances. Moreover some of the requests remain unan-
swered. is suggests that the remote hosts are not accessible at the moment. Some
are answered after a long period such as in the case of the last row. According to
the Kindsight report [7] this is a new a Command and Control Protocol for ZeroAc-
cess/Sirefef malware.

e metering points are flexible enough to support various data extraction plu-
gins. is allows us to implement various experimental measurements. As an ex-
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Table 6. Sample of bot traffic, the anonymized source is IP address belongs to an
institution connected to CESNET2 while the destination IP are outside of
CESNET2 network

Date ow start Duration Proto Src IP Addr:Port Dst IP Addr:Port In Pkt Out Pkt In Byte Out Byte Flows

2012-11-02 04:55:06.863 298.022 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 147 0 6468 1

2012-11-02 04:55:16.046 298.045 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 344 0 15136 1

2012-11-02 04:55:22.008 299.094 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 147 0 6468 1

2012-11-02 04:55:28.887 298.954 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 134 0 5896 1

2012-11-02 04:55:33.259 298.801 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 145 0 6380 1

2012-11-02 04:55:35.889 295.983 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 170 0 7480 1

2012-11-02 04:55:35.923 294.223 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 115 0 5060 1

2012-11-02 04:55:36.037 295.985 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 175 0 7700 1

2012-11-02 04:55:47.087 290.940 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 138 0 6072 1

2012-11-02 04:55:48.488 298.917 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 153 0 6732 1

2012-11-02 04:55:50.226 299.937 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 352 0 15488 1

2013-11-02 04:56:02.113 299.937 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.253.254:16470 0 393 0 17292 1

2012-11-02 04:56:32.327 436.838 UDP 0.0.119.9:49153 0.0.28.71:16470 1 34 1016 1496 6

ample, we present measurement of IPv6 traffic including its transition mechanisms.
Some transition mechanisms cannot be simply recognized in ordinary NetFlow
record. We have deployed a plugin capable of measuring IPv6 tunneled traffic.
In this case the metering points utilize more flexible format supported by IPFIX
protocol to transfer extracted information. e measurements of IPv6 tunneled
traffic brings more accurate results describing IPv6 protocol penetration. e data
sample is taken from a work-day traffic and the data acquired during measurement
were averaged out and figures figures are given in Table Table 7. e table describes
percentage of different IPv6 traffic types in total IPv6 traffic.

We can see that the Teredo is the most widely used transition mechanism and
that 6to4 is also used quite often. Native IPv6 penetration is quite high, but the fact
that this is measurement from academic network must be taken into account when
interpreting the figures, especially since during weekends the native IPv6 traffic is
usually lower than Teredo traffic. ISATAP and other tunneling mechanisms based
on protocol 41 are also present, but their impact is negligible.

e IPv6 traffic makes only a portion of the total traffic by contributing 2.67%,
2.28% and 5.41% to total number of packets, bytes and flows respectively.

Table 7. IPv6 traffic statistics
Tra c type ows packets bytes
Native IPv6 71.230% 69.592% 71.290%
Teredo 26.598% 27.660% 24.143%
6to4 2.167% 2.747% 4.548%
Other 0.004% 0.002% 0.018%
ISATAP 0.000% 0.000% 0.000%
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We have significantly improved stability of the metering points over the year
2012. Table Table 8 summarizes percentage of the total time when the metering
point is up and running and reportingmeaningful data toNfSen collector. is also
reflects any failure of a collector. emetric wasmeasured for three distinct periods.

e first period ranges from 2012/01/01 to 2012/06/30 and includes mainly basic
deployment of the metering points. e second period ranges from 2012/07/01 do
2012/10/31 and involves experimental phase when the metering points were grad-
ually upgraded to fixed raised issues and various experimental applications were
tested. ere were less failures than in previous period but still too many for a pro-
ductional environment. Some of the failures were caused by either operational is-
sues described in the next chapter or by experiments tested on the metering points.

e third period reflects the current state. Most of themetering points reaches 100%
availability or are very close to it. ere are two links with 0% availability on the
contrary. e Nix3 metering point is being upgraded with two monitoring cards
to be able to measure the EtherChannel and will be fixed by the 2012/12/01. Telia2
serves as a backup link. As a backup, the link transfers some traffic exceptionally
(see values in the first two periods) and it does not transfer any traffic in the last
period. Hence, its availability cannot be measured simply.

Table 8. Link statistics and their respective
Link 2012/01/01 2012/07/01 2012/11/01
Name 2012/06/30 2012/10/31 2012/11/30
aconet 77% 78% 99.9%
amsix 35% 24% 100%
geant 92% 99% 100%
nix2 89% 90% 99.2%
nix3 59% 99% 0%
pioneer 89% 98% 100%
sanet 93% 97% 100%
telia 97% 99% 99.9%
telia2 16% 6% 0%

7 Operational Issues

During the deployment we had to face many operational issues. We summarize
these issues here so that they are considered and handled during future deploy-
ments.

High quality network monitoring requires to capture and process all traffic
without any packet loss. e loss can only occur due to a weak optical signal since
the performance of the metering point is not an issue. A weak optical signal is
caused by a long distance between amplifiers or by splitting the signal or by a com-
bination of both. All metering points are connected via a tap in the productional
links passively. e tap splits the signal in a certain ratio according to its particu-
lar specification. In our case it is 70% to an in-line port and 30% to the mirroring
port. Moreover some metering points were connected at the end of a tap chain as
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there were other preceding monitoring devices connected. An issue of the weak sig-
nal has been addressed flexibly according to the possibilities of a given situation.
Some metering points have been to reconnected to be the first in the chain, right
behind the first tap. Such a setup allows to connect the metering point in the the
mirrored link directly and to recover the weak signal for other devices in the chain.
In other cases the metering points have been equipped with 10GBASE-ZR high
sensitive transceivers in order to deal with weak signal. ese transceivers are able
to work correctly even if the power of optical signal is -23 dBm. Whereas ordinary
transceivers are designed to cope only with signal of -10.3 dBm.

e goal of the metering point is to collect statistics about all the traffic on a
particular link. e metering point offers only two physical ports. But certain log-
ical links constitute of EtherChannel (two or more physical links aggregated into a
single logical link). Since two ports are only sufficient to measure both directions
of a single physical link, more cards must be used in the metering point to moni-
tor the EtherChannel. Each physical link is monitored separately by its dedicated
card. e EtherChannel distributes the traffic among the links using a hash com-
puted from the source and destination MAC addresses, IP addresses, TCP/UDP
port numbers. is allows to report observed flows to the collector correctly, i.e.
the flow is not split between two links. Each card (monitoring the single link of the
EtherChannel) is considered as a unique source and is labeled with a shared name
and a number. e name serves as a link identifier and the number denotes the
link number (e.g., nix2.0). If there is a need to work with all the data from a single
logical link then all the sources must be selected at the collector side.

Another issue worth considering is an asymmetrical routing. A connection or
a bidirectional flow consists of two countercurrent flows. It may happen that the
best path from a source to a destination differs for each direction. is means that
the flow in one direction is reported by a different metering point than the flow in
the opposite direction. is holds at the level of lines but it also holds in the case
of the EtherChannel.

It is well known that the server rooms may have temperature issues if the cool-
ing system has not been overprovisioned. Moreover a place in the server rack could
be an issue as well. To this end, it was necessary to port some metering points to a
more suitable platform, i.e. to fit in the rack and to provide temperature stability.

Another issue arose in the case of the Ams-ix link. It is a 1 Gbps link but the
metering point can support 10 Gbps only. As a result, it was necessary to convert 1
Gbps link to 10 Gbps. e conversion is implemented using a switch but we hope
to solve this issue by upgrading the link to 10 Gbps soon.

Any other issues that arise during operation are discovered and handled
promptly as the metering points are constantly monitored by the Zabbix system.

8 Current and Future Plans
e deployment of the metering points fulfill the needs for a wide scale metering of

inbound and outbound network traffic. Current setup renders debugging or testing
of new features very hard. erefore we plan to duplicate some of the metering
points. e goal is to separate development and productional environment.
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In flow-based monitoring setups, anomaly detection is usually performed by
analysis applications that retrieve data from flow collectors. Since flooding attacks
usually result in immense amounts of data, flow collectors are susceptible to an over-
load by these attacks. To prevent collector overload, we research various detection
and filtering mechanisms implemented at the metering point. ese mechanisms
should detect the flood earlier as the data are analyzed at the metering point di-
rectly. It should also filter out flows which belong to the flood and generate an
aggregate record about occurrence of a flood so that the information about the
flood is not lost.

Our medium-term research and development plan is to make the metering in-
frastructure more flexible and general at its lowest level. We are inspired by the
concept of Software Defined Networking. Software Defined Networking views a
switching fabric only as a ”substrate” for the network traffic while a centralized con-
troller software concentrates all of the network intelligence. Adopting this concept
as Software DefinedMetering, we intend to create high-speed (100 Gbps), firmware
implementing simple operations such as packet-header extraction and packet filter-
ing. e firmware will closely cooperate with advanced control software. e key
idea is to offload the metering of bulk, uninteresting traffic to the firmware, while
the interesting traffic is still analyzed by the software. e software also decides
which traffic can be offloaded and processed by the firmware. Such a system should
be able to provide basic NetFlow statistics for all the traffic plus some extended data
for the critical protocols, such as DNS or routing protocols.

e collected data from metering points are analyzed and detected incidents
are reported to an incident distribution system such as Warden or NfQuery. ese
systems may serve as a feedback for the metering points. Usually, the suspicious
activity is described as a record containing the suspicious IP address or victim IP
address, type of activity and its scale. Such informationmay trigger reconfiguration
of themetering point. So that detailed statistics are collected upon traffic belonging
to the considered IP address. Such an approach fits to the planned software defined
metering. e software checks upon a list of potentially interesting IP addresses and
instructs the card at what level of detail to measure a particular flow.

9 Conclusion
e deployed monitoring infrastructure is invaluable source of data. It provides

a global view on the ongoing traffic. e view is detailed enough to look for and
track suspicious activities in the network. is differentiates the monitoring infras-
tructure from intrusion detection systems or honeypots which have only a limited
exposure to the overall traffic.
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